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My invention relates to an electrically energiz 
able fabric Which may be formed into a heating 
pad, heating blanket, heating clothing or the like, 
or used in any other manner where an electrically 
energizable fabric is desirable or necessary. 
An important object of the invention is to pro 

Wide an electrically energizable fabric of Such 
character that, it may be readily and inexpensively 
manufactured by knitting the same and by knit 
ting into it an electrical element that constitutes 
one of the threads of the fabric. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a flexible fabric having Warp and weft threads, 
one of the Weft threads comprising one or more 
electrical elements which are knitted into the 
fabric in a Knitting machine with a resultant 
continuous length of fabric having the electrical 
element integral therewith and the continuous 
length of fabric being capable of being cut into 
individual units on a bench away from the knit 
ting machine without severing the electrical ele 
ment except at desirable points of a unit where 
electrical connections are made to the element, 
the cutting of the fabric into units not destroying 
the function of the electrical circuit through the 
element. 

Still another object is to provide an endless 
fabric having as One of its threads an electrical 
element which may be either bare or insulated 
Wire arranged throughout the length of the fabric 
and in either a substantially zig-zag manner 
thereon or in any predetermined pattern with a 
resultant Structure that can be cut into individ 
ual units of Various shapes as desired and then 
included by way of example, in a cover of blanket : 
material or the like to form a heating pad, ther 
apeutic blanket or heated clothing as the case 
may be, When the electrical element is formed of 
resistance wire and energized with current. 
A further object is to provide an electrically 

energizable fabric having an electrical wire as 
part thereof and arranged in a predetermined 
pattern which pattern can be varied as desired, 
may be continuous, repeated, monocyclic or mul 
ticycle or the like, as required, and which may 
be designed to produce any desired effect with 
predetermined or controlled results being attain 
able thereby. 

Still a further object is to provide a method of 
forming an electrically energizable fabric con 
sisting of knitting an endless length of fabric 
and knitting into it as one of the threads thereof 
an electrical element, then cutting the fabric into 
individual units and finally covering, coating or 
impregnating the units, 
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With these and other objects in view my in 

Vention consists in the construction, arrange 
ment and combination of the elements of the 
electrically energizable fabric described and in 
the steps of the method for forming the same 
Whereby the objects contemplated are attained 
as hereinafter more fully set forth, pointed out 
in any claims and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of an electrically 
energizable fabric embodying my invention. 

Figure 2 is an enlarged view of one corner of 
the fabric shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a similar enlargement of the same 
taken from the reverse side. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged sectional view on the 
line 4-4 of Figure 1. 

Figure 5 is a diagrammatic view of a continuous 
length of the electrically energizable fabric to 
illustrate how it is cut into individual units, and 

Figure 6 is a similar diagrammatic view show 
ing a different arrangement of the resistance wire 
Where a shape other than rectangular is desired. 
On the accompanying drawings I have used the 

5 reference character F to indicate my electrically 
energizable fabric. In Figure 1 the fabric F is 
formed by Weft threads 0 and 2 and by warp 
threads 4 by a knitting machine operation. By 
Way of illustration I have shown the Weft threads 
0 and 2 knitted through the warp threads 4. 
The weft threads 0 are relatively heavy or of 

cordlike type, while the warp threads 4 are rel 
atively light. The weft threads 2 are approxi 
mately the same size as the weft threads to and 
include an electrical element such as a resistance 
wire R as a core which may be bare or insulated 
by a Wrapping in one direction of threads 6 and 
then in the other direction by a wrapping of 
threads 8. The threads 6 and 8 may be of 
cotton or the like, or where relatively high tem 
peratures are to be met with, as in a heating pad, 
the threads may be of asbestos. The resistance 
wire R is preferably stranded for maximum flex ibility. 
The Weft thread 2 having the resistance wire 

therein is arranged substantially zig-zag along 
the fabric F. With successive stretches spaced any 
distance apart such as illustrated in Figure 1. 
The spacing may be determined by the length 
of resistance Wire desired for a predetermined 
area, so that when the resistance wire is ener 
gized with an electric current of predetermined 
Value, a predetermined temperature rise of such 
area may be had. The spacing may be equal 
throughout the length of the fabric or unequal 
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to secure greater heating effect in one area, than 
in another as desired. 
The continuous fabric F may be cut into in 

dividual pieces as at 20 and 22 in Figure 5 with 
the weft thread 2 having the resistance wire 
in it cut at any desired point such as 24, and 
the terminal ends of the resistance Wire brought 
out as at 26 for the connection of Supply Wires 
with the heating unit that is formed by the piece 
cut from the fabric. Warious lengths as desired 
having the required resistance to attain a pre 
determined temperature for the individual unit 
ray be calculated beforehand and the Weft thread 
having the resistance Wire may be Spread out 
or condensed relative to the spacing illustrated 
on the drawings by first setting up the knitting 
machine for the pattern required. As already 
mentioned, the spacing may be uniform or non 
uniform and the knitting machine may be so set, 
up as desired. My electrically energizable fabric is also 
adapted for cutting the individual units into odd 
shapes so as to form, for example, parts of an 
aviator's clothing, Figure 6 showing how the re 
sistance wire would be arranged for cutting oval 
shaped heating units. The heating units can be 
cut as at 28 after the arrangement of the re 
sistance wire has been precalculated and knitted 
into the fabric So as avoid severing it except at 
desired points where electrical connections are 
made. Instead of cutting the fabric to shape 
after knitting, the fabric may be controlled dur 
ing knitting so as to result in repetition of the 
desirable shape throughout a continuous sheet 
of the electrically energizable fabric. 
The individual units may be of various sizes 

either for small sections of clothing and local use 
on the body or for blankets or the like having 
enough area, to completely cover a bed. The elec 
trically energizable element may be single or 
plural and arranged in identical patterns of each 
wire or different patterns of each wire as desired. 
For instance, in a unit of given length some por 
tions may have the electrical element of finer 
pitch than other portions to provide greater heat 
ing where the pitch is finer. After an individual 
unit, has been cut from the length of electrically 
energizable fabric and the desired electrical con 
nections made thereto, the unit may be enclosed 
in a covering 3 of blanket, material or the like 
or may be otherwise coated or impregnated to 
increase its durability. 
From the foregoing description of my invention 

it is believed obvious that I have provided an 
electrically energizable fabric knitted in a sub 
stantially continuous length which may be cut into 
individual units for formation into pads, blan 
kets or the like for heating or other purposes. 
The fabric may be closely knitted as disclosed 
or may be more openly knitted as in mesh or 
knit form With the electrical element R distrib 
uted in any desired shape or pattern and knitted 
into the fabric during the knitting operation. 
The method involved includes the Steps of knit 

ting the fabric with the electrical element as an 
integral thread thereof and then cutting the 
fabric into the desired patterns which are pre 
determined and relative to which the electrical 
element has been knitted so that it is Severed 
only at the desired points for circuit connections 
when the patterns are cut from the continuous 
length of fabric. 
Some changes may be made in my electrically 

energizable fabric and the steps of the method 
may be varied to some extent without departing 
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4. 
from the real spirit and purpose of my inven 
tion. It is accordingly my intention to cover 
by my claims any modified forms of structure 
or use of mechanical equivalents or mechanically 
equivalent steps of the method which may be 
reasonably included Within their scope. 
I claim as my invention and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent of the United States: 
1. A method of forming electrically energizable 

units comprising the steps of knitting an in 
perforate fabric including the knitting thereinto 
of a portion of an electrical conductor as a weft 
traverse in one direction, knitting cloth weft 
traverses in closely packed relation to each other 
and to said conductor traverses while carrying 
another portion of said conductor parallel to the 
warp of said fabric, knitting a third portion of 
said conductor as a weft traverse in an opposite 
direction, knitting further cloth weft traverses 
also in closely spaced relation while carrying a 
fourth portion of said conductor parallel to the 
Warp of said fabric and repeating the foregoing 
steps to produce imperforate fabric in endleSS 
lengths, cutting the length of fabric at prede 
termined points into short lengths, and severing 
the electrical conductor at points commenSurate 
With the electric current with which the lengths 
of the electrical conductor are to be energized. 

2. A heating unit comprising an electrically 
energizabie thairmal fabric and a cover therefor, 
said fabric comprising a knitted sheet having 
knitted thereinto a resistance Wire, Said resistance 
wire assuming a controllied pattern distribution 
throughout the length and width of said sheet 
with stretches of said wire spaced apart and the 
intervening spaces entirely filled with Weft 
threads placed edge to edge and with their ter 
minal edges against the resistance wire stretches, 
said parallel stretches of wire and weft threads 
being carried, said sheet having warp threads 
knitted around said parallel stretches of Wire and 
Weft threads to hold them assembled, and be 
ing capable of being fashioned to a predetermined 
pattern without severing the resistance Wire 
Within the bounds CfSuch pattern. 

3. An electrically energizable fabric compris 
ing a knitted sheet having carried as a Weft part 
thereof an electrical element in controlled pat 
tern throughout the length of the sheet With par 
allel stretches of Said electrical eierleat Spaced 
from each other and the intervening Spaces Com 
pletely filled with weft threads whereby said elec 
trical element When energized With predetermined 
current will result in predetermined effect within 
a predetermined imperforate area of the sheet, 
said fabric including warp threads formed in 
knitted loops that hold said Weft elements as 
sembled. - 

4. A method of forming an electrically ener 
gizable unit comprising the steps of knitting an 
imperforate fabric including the knitting there 
into of a portion of an electrical conductor as a 
weft traverse in Gine direction, knitting cloth 
Weft traverses edge to edge and against; the edge 
of said wire traverse while carrying another por 
tion of said conductor parallel to the warp of 
said fabric, knitting a third portion of said con 
ductor as a weft traverse in an opposite direction 
and in edge to edge relation to said last, cioth 
weft traverse, knitting further cloth weft trav 
erses while carrying a fourth portion of said con 
ductor parallel to the warp of said fabric, re 
peating the foregoing steps to produce an imper 
forate fabric in endless lengths, cutting the fabric 
at predetermined points into short lengths, sev 
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ering the electrical conductor at points commen 
Surate with the electric current with which the 
lengths of electrical conductor are to be energized, 
and enclosing the short length of fabric in a cover. 

5. A method of forming an electrically ener 
gizable unit comprising the steps of knitting a 
fabric from knitted warp and carried weft, said 
weft including as one thread thereof an electri 
cal conductor in substantially zig-zag formation 
with some portions parallel to the weft and Spaced 
apart and other portions at the ends of said first 
portions carried parallel to the warp of the fab 
ric, said weft further including cloth weft threads 
in a plurality of traverses in the space between 
wire Weft traverses to completely fill such spaces, 
the fabric being thus knitted in endless imper 

6 
forate lengths, and cutting the length of the fab 
ric along predetermined lines with the electrical 
conductor severed only adjacent such lines. 
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